
Music at Clare Hall continues to thrive. Over the past few

years, it has evolved into three distinct musical streams:

concerts given by members and friends of the college,

World Music, and, from this year, professional-level

chamber music.

Regular in-house concerts have been greatly enhanced by

harpsichordist Dan Tidhar and soprano Suzana

Ograjens̆ek's performances of Baroque music. In the

autumn, they joined forces with cellist Kate Kennedy to

create the first Clare Hall Baroque Ensemble. In

September, we were treated to a concert of English song

by tenor Andrew Kennedy, presented in conjunction with

the Ivor Gurney conference organised by members of

Clare Hall.The annual Members’ Concert in spring, a

much-loved event in the calendar, was this year organised

by student music representatives Stephanie Popp and Lu

Gram - who were also responsible for the Christmas

Carol event. In December, the College hosted a second

concert in memory of Ronald Popperwell, distinguished

scholar of Scandinavian Studies and one of the five

founding Fellows of Clare Hall.The concert was fittingly

dedicated to Norwegian music in this Grieg centenary

year. Charles Siem played Brahms, Grieg and Waxman to a

hall filled to capacity.

In November, we brought art and music together with a

concert of Schubert's Winterreise by Andrew Tortise

(tenor) and John Reid (piano) alongside an exhibition of

Michael Wilson's paintings dedicated to this beautiful song

cycle. Further concerts included a solo cello concert by

Veronica Henderson and an evening of violin and piano

music featuring Akane Oshima, a student at the Royal

College of Music and daughter of one of our Life

Members.At Christmas we enjoyed seasonal music in the

unusual setting of a colourful Elizabethan Feast.

Consortium Five, led by Inga Klaucke (spouse of a Post-

doctoral Associate), accompanied the lavish meal with

their astonishing array of Renaissance recorders.

We continue our explorations of World Music, starting the

year with the dynamic flamenco guitarist Philip John Lee. In

November, we were transported into a world of Indian

ragas by sitarist Baluji, and swept away by Korean kayagum

(zither) music performed by Choi Jin and introduced by

Keith Howard, Professor of Music at SOAS.The eclectic

series of Divertimento evenings will continue in the

President's house through the year.

With “Intimate Engagements”, the College launches a series

of chamber music concerts given by professional

musicians.They are organised around David and Abigail

Dolan's idea of bringing together high level musical talents

with a participative audience in the intimate atmosphere of

Clare Hall’s dining hall.This year, it comprises four

professional level concerts, launched on 16 February 2008

by internationally acclaimed soprano, Dame Emma Kirkby,

performing together with David and Abigail Dolan.The

College is most grateful to David and Abigail.

All parts of the College membership have been actively

involved in our musical life, including the lively student

body, who have started a programme of informal jazz

sessions in the Anthony Low Building, to which everyone is

most welcome. Finally, we are pleased to say that the

music pages of the Clare Hall website have been much

improved by Denis Bilodeau and Nami Morris.You can find

information about concerts and photographs of recent

musical events.

Lisa Salje
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One of my projects for last year was to start the Clare

Hall Life Members’ pages on the web and to create

pages for different countries - so far we have American,

Australian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, and Spanish

Societies, each with its own web page.

The aim of these groups is to organise themselves to

meet up socially on a regular basis and to keep

everybody informed of news and events in their own

country.Alumni can also use these pages as a directory

to network with Clare Hall members in their own

country or anywhere in the world.

We would be most grateful for help with the American

Society and the Japanese Society.We are looking for

volunteers to help with the web pages and to organise

Clare Hall events.You can contact me on:

alumni@clarehall.cam.ac.uk.

If you would like your name included on these web

pages as a member of your local group, please drop me

a line.

Last July, Ekhard and Lisa visited Bologna and with other

Italian Life Members were kindly wined and dined by

Anna Soci. Following this visit, Ekhard had a meeting

with Italian members visiting Clare Hall in the summer.

This happily resulted in an active Italian Society, with 25

members spread across Italy. If you would like to join,

please contact me on alumni@clarehall.cam.ac.uk.

In September 2007, Ekhard and Lisa joined former Spanish

Visiting Fellows in their second Clare Hall Spain Meeting in

Salamanca.The event took place in the XVI century

surroundings of the College of Fonseca, a College

connected with the University of Salamanca whose Faculty

of Philology, represented by the Dean, Dr Roman Alvarez,

sponsored the meeting.As is now traditional, the members

talked about their current research.The next meeting is

expected to be held in Barcelona. Our thanks to Dr Javier

Pardo (Visiting Fellow 2004-05) for organising the event. If

you would like to get involved with the Spanish group,

please contact Luisa Sancho-Arroyo on

CHSpain@gmail.com.

In November our Korean members were entertained in

Seoul at the Imperial Palace Hotel by CUP Managing

Director of Asia Pacific, Chris Broughton, who is a Clare

Hall Overseas Associate. Many of our members met for

the first time and the dinner was a great success. Nami

Morris, our Development Officer, is visiting Korea in April

and we hope to organise another Clare Hall event during

her visit.

Another big thank you to Evan Zimroth for again

hosting a New York Clare Hall get-together in February

2008.The group heard a fascinating talk by Marion

Berghahn, founder and publisher of Berghahn Books, on

‘German-Jewish refugees in Britain: Rebuilding a

Traumatised Community’.

As a Member of this College you are very special to us,

and we hope you will keep in touch.You can now update

your details easily on line.

Rossella Wilson
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Ekhard and Lisa with members of the Spanish Alumni Association

Emma Kirkby with David and Abigail Dolan

Kim Min Young 

Baluji Shrivastav



Chinese
Celebrations
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The latest in our series of national celebrations was held in February

2008. Clare Hall was splendidly decked out with red lanterns and other

decorations.We joined forces with the Chinese Students and Scholars

Association in Cambridge, bringing in local scholars and the Chinese

community in Cambridge.

It was an exciting fortnight, starting with a photography exhibition and

literary discussion with popular mystery writer Qiu Xiaolong about his

book, Red Mandarin Dress.There were lectures by Jane Portal and

Michael Loewe (Emeritus Fellow) and a visit to the British Museum to

see The First Emperor: China’s Terracotta Army exhibition. Food of course

was an important part of the celebrations, with an authentic meal

provided by local restaurant, Charlie Chan, and a demonstration of

dumpling and noodle-making. Other highlights included a fantastic

dragon dance, lectures on business in China, an art exhibition, film and

finally music from the talented Silk and Bamboo ensemble.

Many thanks to everyone involved for making this week so memorable.

The College also wishes to thank Newland UK, Cambridge University

Press and Tsingtao Beer for supporting the Chinese Celebrations.

Since October 2007 the Art Committee has shown

drawings, photographs, computer images and

paintings.

Carol Bernstein’s striking abstract paintings opened

the autumn season.We were pleased to receive her

presentation of Rondo I, a colourful geometrical

assemblage of shapes, for the College’s permanent

collection.

This exhibition was followed by London artist

Michael Wilson’s Lyric Paintings, two sequences based

on musical compositions: Schubert’s Die Winterreise

and Richard Strauss’s Four Last Songs. Michael had for

many years been Head of Exhibitions at the National

Gallery. Since retiring he can concentrate on the

production of artistic work on easels rather than its

organisation on walls.The Art and Music

Committees got together to arrange a recital of Die

Winterreise on 24 November 2007.The Art

Committee asked Michael to present a painting to

the College from a third sequence which was

displayed, illustrating Keats’ ‘Ode to a Nightingale’.

Early in the New Year, former Research Fellow

David Berman organised a fascinating exhibition of

graphic works which have their basis in science.This

was called Another World? Images from Contemporary

Physics, the by-product of research 

of a number of scientists.Two

exhibitions in February related to

Chinese celebrations around the

New Year of the Rat.The first was

arranged by the Chinese Students

and Scholars Association in

Cambridge and consisted of the

winning entries of a photographic

competition which they had

arranged.The second was of

paintings by two Chinese-British

artists. Chiu Kim Lee showed

abstract collages of mixed media and

photographs (see cover). In contrast,
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Ekhard Salje and Qiu Xiaolong

Cheng Yu and the Silk and Bamboo Ensemble Peter Nolan and Steve Wittrig

Jane Portal and Michael Loewe Chinese Lion Dancers

Pei-Yin Lin and Huiying Gao Ekhard Salje with artists,Wen Wu and Chiu Kim Lee

Wu Hao, President of CSSA-CAM,Watson Liang, Newland UK Ltd, Jiang Fan, Counsellor for Economic Affairs,
and Dr. Sun Hongzhi, Second Secretary in Education Section, Embassy of P. R. China in London

Carol Bernstein, Rondo 1

Michael Wilson, Keats’s Nightingale

Wen Wu displayed highly

representational

portraits which have

their origins in concepts

of beauty, in this case of

the Hong Kong actress

of the 1950s and 60s, Lin

Dai.These exhibitions

were shown during

Clare Hall’s China Week,

which also included

another visual art treat,

a visit to the First

Emperor exhibition at

the British Museum.

Finally, in March, a Presidential Retrospective was shown - paintings by

our own Ekhard Salje. Ekhard paints in an expressionist style, and it is

an important part of his recreational life. He will be stepping down as

President in September 2008, and his strong support of fine art in Clare

Hall will be missed.We must also offer a very warm vote of thanks to

Lisa Salje, who has worked so hard to put Clare Hall’s picture

collection into such excellent shape.

Robert Anderson

Chair,Art Committee

Wen Wu, Portrait of Lin Dai

Ekhard Salje, L’amour des trois oranges


